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A B S T R A C T   

To assess the production potential, economic profitability and ecobalance of the photovoltaic/ 
thermal (PV/T) system in Cameroon, different configurations of HTF based on water, vegetable 
and synthetic oils, coupled with different forms of titanium dioxide (TiO2) are used. A numerical 
code is written in Matlab. The PV/T model connected in direct contact PV-absorber is validated 
and a multi-objective optimization of the system is performed. The hourly evolution of PV cell 
temperature for the six HTF configurations revealed a value below 36 ◦C with Coton/TiO2. The 
platelets-and spherical-shaped nanoparticles increase the convection transfer coefficient between 
the fluids and the tubes. TiO2 showed a higher thermal influence in vegetable and synthetic oils 
than in water at a volume concentration of 4 %. The cotton/TiO2 configuration showed a 12.08 % 
improvement in electrical efficiency over conventional PV systems with low exergy efficiency 
compared to water. Configurations with therminolVP-1/TiO2 are better, with the proposed en-
ergy cost reduced to 33 % of the price of electricity in Cameroon. The PV/T-Palm/TiO2 system 
showed an energy cost of $0.03 with a net present value of $568.45, an emission rate of 7.78 kg, a 
reversibility index of 1.95, an annual cost of $7.07 and a payback time of 5.97yr. This shows that 
PV/T systems based on vegetable oils are economical.   

1. Introduction 

Cameroon is a country in the sub-Saharan zone with annual solar radiation estimated between 1400 and 2200 kWh/m2/year with a 
very growing population estimated at around 27 million inhabitants and with an area of 475,442 km2 [1]. Since 2020, this country has 
experienced high inplateletsion linked to the Covid-19 pandemic and recently the Russo-Ukrainian conflict. The cost of electrical 
energy has recently increased and its average is $0.33/kWh. Less than 14 % of rural households and 57 % in urban areas are connected 
to the national electricity grid [2]. In other words, 80 % of the population does not have continuous access to electricity [3]. To remedy 
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this situation, several photovoltaic solar power plants are being developed, such as the recent one in Guider in North Cameroon with a 
planned nominal power of 15 MW. But one of the problems encountered with Photovoltaic (PV) panels is the heating of the cells, which 
until now only produce an electrical power of approximately 30 % of that expected with the advent of tandem cells, of which 
manufacturing processes are still complex and purchasing and installation costs are not very accessible. According to several studies, 
the efficiency of PV module drops up to 0.08 % with increased temperature of PV cells [4]. One of the optimization methods most used 
today to increase the performance of the PV module is PV/T hybridization (Photovoltaic and Thermal). Below the PV module, a 
thermal collector is attached to recover heat from the PV cells [5,6]. In this system and depending on the type, fluids such as air, water, 
vegetable or synthetic oils and nanofluids. These techniques are active methods used to absorb this heat and produce thermal energy 
[7–9]. But the multiplicity of its transfer fluids requires an in-depth comparative study to make it possible to choose an optimal fluid for 
PV/T systems. Therefore, electricity generation is significantly improved [10,11]. 

Mishra and Tiwari [12] carried out a comparative study on two types of water PV/T models. One half and the other completely 
covered by the PV. Their study showed a significant improvement in the performance of the half-covered system compared to the fully 
covered PV system. This is due to the high thermal output of half-covered PV. Their study could be improved by considering the gap 
between the PV and the absorber. Moreover, the PV/T model directly connected PV-absorber requires an economic analysis. A 
feasibility study on a PV system based on techno-economic and environmental analysis established that solar PV systems are 
eco-environmental and profitable [13]. Their analysis being based on some aspect such as energy cost, efficiency factor, capacity factor 
and payback time [14] which could have been more conclusive considering indicators such as sustainability index of the system which 
is affected by cell temperature and other factors. In addition, the proposed system with one or two axis tracking operates with a high 
cell temperature which causes considerable exergy losses during the day which can be more efficient thanks to the HTF. 

Several numerical and experimental studies have been carried out with different cooling fluids. The authors [15] demonstrated that 
a water-cooled and nanofluid PVT system can reduce the panel temperature by 10 ◦C and 20 ◦C respectively. This parameter is also 
influenced by the temperature of the inlet fluid which strongly depends on climatic conditions [16]. 

Further, In order to choose an optimal nanoparticle, a selective study on three types of nanoparticles Al2O3, TiO2, ZnO based on 
water for PV/T hybridization in climatic conditions of Iran [17]. Their model, based on an analytical hierarchical process, showed that 
PV/T-ZnO is more efficient both thermally and electrically with a reduction of CO2 85.8 kg. On the other hand, it TiO2 was the element 
very effectively close to zinc dioxide. Its preparation, for nanofluids, involves the production of solid particles of nanometric size, 
followed by their dispersion in base fluids. This step is crucial to obtain stable and cost-effective nanofluids with improved thermo-
physical properties. Synthesis methods and important physical properties, such as thermal conductivity and viscosity, must be care-
fully considered when preparing nanofluids based on TiO2 desired applications [18]. 

However, a similar study allowing a comparison on several types of basic fluids is missing in the literature. Several studies have 
shown a relationship between the flow rate of these fluids and the performance of the PV system [19,20]. The authors [21] noted the 
fact that simultaneous cooling of the PV/T system with a very high flow rate considerably increases the overall efficiency compared to 
a low flow rate, when solar radiation is maximum (1050 W/m2). This is also the case with nanofluids [22]. However, studies of PV/T 
systems with existing nanofluids do not highlight the base fluid requiring a very small nanoparticle concentration. As exergy is the part 
of energy that can be directly converted into useful energy [23], a systems analysis taking this parameter into consideration is very 
necessary. The authors [24] carried out extensive tests carried out on the glass-PV and glass-PV-glass collector. Their study taking into 
account the exergy losses on the two configurations revealed that the PV/T system with a double layer in front and behind the PV 
significantly improves the performance of the system. Other cooling fluids are explored in the literature. Tests have been carried out 
with vegetable and synthetic oils. A characterization of vegetable and synthetic oils shows that they have very good characteristics to 
be an alternative to water in solar systems [25,26]. The stability of nanofluids based on vegetable oils is demonstrated in some 
subsequent studies. Fazlay et al. [27] used soybean oil combined with Mxene (Ti3C2) for a PV/T solar system compared to the 
Mxene/palm nanofluid. It emerges from their study that the best system is the PV/T-Mxene/Soyabean with a flow rate of 0.07 kg/s, 
which made it possible to increase the electrical power by 15.44 % with a reduction in the temperature on the surface of the 14 ◦C 
sensor. However, the effect of nanoparticle morphology as well as exergy performance were not taken into account. Furthermore, a 
comparative study presenting the effect of each NP with different types of base fluids is not presented and the effect of the thermo-
physical properties of these oils on the electrical consumption of the pump is not also evaluated in the previous studies. A thermo-
physical evaluation of three types of vegetable oils including coconut, soybean and palm oil suspended with hybrid nanoparticles was 
carried out by Vignesh et al. [28]; Among these fluids, palm oil-based NFs were found to have better thermophysical properties. 
However, a study over an annual period and not just a daily period of these nanofluids based on vegetable oils could be very conclusive. 
The comparison carried out between water and Therminol VP1 as base fluid with the addition of nanoparticles Al2O3 and CuO showed 
that the nanoparticles have more efficiency in Therminol VP1 than in water [29]. It is therefore necessary to search for an appropriate 
optimization method that takes into account several improvement factors. 

The LCA (Life Cycle Energy Analysis) approach and LCEA (Life Cycle Exergy Analysis) approach method are respectively used to 
evaluate the cumulative energy consumption and exergy expended throughout the life cycle of the PV/T system by the authors [30]. 
Their studies reveal that the use of nanofluids can avoid emissions of approximately 448 kg of CO2 eq/m2/year. However, the tem-
perature of the glass collector and the effect of the electrical pumping power have a certain sensitivity that should not be neglected on 
performance. A techno-economic and environmental analysis with a one-dimensional finite difference model revealed an attenuation 
of 6.9 tonnes and 6.4 tonnes of C O2 for copper oxide and alumina nanoparticles respectively with a lifetime of up to 30 years in areas 
with high sunlight [31]. Similar studies show the technical-economic feasibility of PV/T-Ag/water systems with a total investment rate 
of 686.35 USD and a discount rate of 2 % [32]. Abdo and Saidani [33] used saturated alumina hydrogels at a concentration of 0.5 % for 
higher performance of the PV/T sensor, but lower costs were obtained with a concentration of 0.25 % nanoparticles at 1000W/m2. The 
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environmental analysis revealed a reduced annual CO2 emission of up to 7.95 tonnes for a farm of 100 m2. 
The observation made from previous studies is that the cooling of the PV/T system which will be adopted will certainly depend on 

the improvement of efficiency, its reliability, costs and its impact on the environment. Several previous studies are done with the PV/T 
model which leaves an air gap between the back of the PV module and the absorber. In addition, generally constant during simulations, 
no study takes into account the shape of nanoparticles in several types of basic fluid on the performance of the PV/T system. Multi- 
objective optimization which is an artificial intelligence method has not yet been fully explored for improving the performance of 
solar PV/T systems; A very limited number of research deals with the technical-economic and environmental evaluation of vegetable 
and synthetic oils in comparison with two types of water (natural and mineral) in a hybrid PV/T system. In addition to this, the 
evaluation among nanofluids, of the base fluid requiring a very small concentration of nanoparticles which are expensive has not been 
the subject of any study. Of all these, no similar study has yet been carried out in a sub-Saharan country. 

This study aims to carry out an optimal selection of optimal cooling fluid thanks to a PV/T model connected in direct PV-absorber 
contact to evaluate the production potential and the economic and environmental profitability of the system in the climatic zones of 
the Cameroon. Thus, a mathematical modeling of the PV/T solar system in direct PV-absorber contact is proposed. Six configurations 
of HTFs (untreated water, treated water, therminolVP-1, therminol 66, cottonseed oil and palm oil) coupled with titanium dioxide TiO2 
are evaluated to determine the best configuration of the PV/T system in five cities in the Cameroon. The results from this simulation are 
compared with those in the literature. The evaluation of nanoparticle morphology on the performance of the PV/T hybrid system are 
presented. Then, an analysis of the CO2 emission for each scenario is presented. This with the aim of finding the optimal PV/T scenario. 
This study therefore has the following main contributions.  

➢ The PV/T model in direct PV-absorber contact is validated with vegetable oils;  
➢ The lamellar and spherical nanoparticles stood out significantly in terms of system performance;  
➢ The annual electrical production of the cotton/TiO2 system has a greater value in Maroua and synthetic and vegetable oils have 

more thermal influence in hot zones;  
➢ The MOO method allowed us to have the optimal PV/T configurations for each zone;  
➢ The cost of energy is better compared to the unit price in Cameroon with a lower environmental impact. 

After this introduction which constitutes the first section, it will follow the second section which is the presentation of the study 
areas, followed by the third section devoted to the presentation of the hybrid PV/T solar system. The fourth section focuses on 
mathematical modeling. The environmental and economic models are presented in the fifth section. The sixth section presents the 
numerical model, then the seventh section devotes to the results and discussions. 

2. Study areas 

The use of multiple PV cell cooling fluid configurations depends on several climatic factors. Local meteorological and radiometric 
variabilities, such as solar radiation, ambient temperature and wind speed, play a key role in the performance of the hybrid PV/T solar 
system. For this study, the major tropical and equatorial climatic zones of Cameroon are selected. Two (2) representative cities 
(Maroua, N’Gaoundéré) are chosen in the tropical climatic zone and three (3) representative cities (Yaoundé, Douala and Bafoussam) 
are chosen in the equatorial climatic zone. Initially, the study is carried out in Yaoundé then extrapolated to the four other study areas. 
Geographic coordinates and some economic information considered differently are contained in Table 1. Note that these cities have 
several potentials, including agricultural potential [34,35]. 

3. Physical model 

The PV/T hybrid solar system considered in this study is the one shown in Fig. 1 with its various thermal and electrical components. 
The heat is absorbed by the fluid from the cold storage tank passing below the PV collector using a pump and then stored in the hot 
tank. At a very high temperature in the hot tank, the heat passes into the exchanger where it is stored in the tank. Then the cold fluid 
returns to the cold tank and the process begins again. The electricity produced in turn is stored in storage batteries [32].Technical 
characteristics and other system sizing information are presented in Table 2-4. 

Table 1 
Geographic coordinates and economic parameters of cities.  

Climatic zone City Altitude (m) Latitude (North) Longitude (East) Inplateletsion rate (%) Interest rate (%) 

Tropical Maroua 406 10.35◦ 14.18◦ 6.4 7.1 
N’Gaoundéré 1128 7.19◦ 13.35◦ 7.4 8.1 

Equatorial Yaounde 726 3.52◦ 11.31◦ 6.2 7.5 
Douala 13 4.02◦ 9.42◦ 5.7 6.01 
Bafoussam 1521 5.28◦ 10.25◦ 7.3 7.5  
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4. Mathematical modeling 

The mathematical modeling of the hybrid PV/T solar system requires taking into account its optical, thermal and electrical aspects, 
of which Fig. 2 presents some of them. Thus several physical phenomena govern the system and intervene simultaneously in the 
operating process. When solar irradiation hits the glass layer, a slight part is reflected while a large part reaches the PV module. At the 
level of PV cells, the imbalance due to hole-electron recombination at the junctions gives rise to an electric field which during its 
movement creates a direct electric current. During the generation of this current, the PV cells heat up and part of the solar radiation 
also contributes to its heating which is therefore absorbed by the absorber plate. The tubes below the absorber plate recover this heat 
which, in turn, is transferred to the heat transfer fluid. The insulation underneath prevents energy loss to the rear to allow all excess 

Fig. 1. Presentation of the physical model of the PV/T hybrid solar system.  

Table 2 
Calculation correlations of the thermophysical properties of nanofluids and the coefficients characteristic of the morphology of the nanoparticles [36, 
37,38,39].  

Nanofluid 
ρnf = (1 − φ)ρfb + φρnp 

Knf = 0.25((3φ − 1)Knp + (2 − 3φ)Kbf + ((3φ − 1)Knp + (2 − 3φ)Knp)
2
+ 8KnpKbf )

0.5 

Cpnf =
(ρbf

ρnf

)

(1 − φ)Cpbf + φ
(ρbf

ρnf

)

Cpbf = Cpbf (1 − x)− 1 

μnf = μbf (1 + A1φ + A2φ2)

Coefficient Blade cylinder Platelet Brig 
A1 14.6 13.5 37.1 1.9 
A2 123.3 612.6 471.4 904.4  

Nanosphere Nanowire Nanofilms 

x =
2d
D 

x =
4d
3l 

x =
2d
3h   

Table 3 
Unit price of basic fluids [25,40].  

Fluid Unit price 

TH66 $20 USD/L 
THVP-1 $15 USD/L 
T.W. $0.50 USD/ m3 

U.W. $0.10 USD/ m3 

PA oil $2 USD/L 
CO oil $1.5 USD/L  
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heat to be recovered by the fluid. Given the complexity of taking into account all these associated phenomena, hypotheses are put 
forward such as.  

➢ The PV module and the absorber are connected in direct surface contact without adhesive glue so that there is no air space between 
the two components;  

➢ Temperatures are uniform along each layer of the PV/T system and the thermophysical properties of the different materials are 
constant;  

➢ The flow of fluid in the tubes is uniform and takes place along a single axis (x);  
➢ The sky is considered a black body with a temperature Ts. 

Thus, using its hypotheses and the various laws of thermodynamics, the following model is governed by mathematical equations 
presented below. 

4.1. Energy analysis 

The energy analysis carried out in this context is based on the use of the first law of thermodynamics applied to each stage/level of 
the PV/T system considered as shown in Fig. 2, in order to obtain an overall energy balance. The different stages/levels are the glass 
layer, the PV cells, the absorber plate, the tubes, the heat transfer fluid and the insulator which are represented by the indices g, pv, p, t, 
f and i respectively. These energy balances are evaluated by considering the path in Fig. 3. The different heat transfer modes and 
processes are described in Fig. 2. 

Table 4 
PV/T system input parameters [4,38].  

Rated power (Monocrystalline) 50W Knp 8.9 W/mK 

Kind Monocrystalline ρg 0.78 kg/ m3 

Nominal output (1000 W, 25 ◦C) 14 %   
HAS 1.3 m2 ρnp 4250 kg/ m3 

Cnp 686 J/kg K ρp 2707 kg/ m3 

Cg 670 J/kg K ρt 8950 kg/ m3 

Ci 670 J/kg K ρi 20kg/ m3 

D 5 nm σ 1.38 × 10− 23 m2 kg. s− 2K− 1 

D 0.256 nm h 5.4 nm 
L 6.7 nm εg 0.88 
Ki 0.034 W/m K εp 0.05 
Kg 310 W/mK    

Fig. 2. Sectional view of the PV/T hybrid system and heat transfer mechanisms.  

Fig. 3. Process of evaluating the energy balance in the system.  
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4.1.1. Energy balance of the glass layer 
By following this procedure in Fig. 3, the energy balance in expanded form, applied to the glass layer is given by Eq. (1). The glass 

envelope receives a flow of solar irradiation on its surface where heat exchange occurs by convection with the environment and with 
the ambient air below the glass. The heat flux absorbed by this layer is translated by the second term. The radiative flux passing 
through the glass layer goes towards the PV cells. This is materialized by the last two terms of Eq. (1). 

ρgδgCg
dTg

dt
=αgG +

(
hc,g− pv +hr,g− pv

)(
Tpv − Tg

)
−
(
hr,s− g +hc,s− g

)(
Tg − Ta

)
(1)  

Where hc,g− pv + hr,g− pv and hr,s− g + hc,s− g are respectively the radiative and convective heat transfer coefficients between the glass cover 
and the PV module for the first sum and between the glass cover and the environment for the second sum which, respectively, are given 
by the expressions Eq. (2), Eq. (3), Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) [4,32]: 

hc,g− pv =
Nuλa

δa
(2)  

h(r,g− pv) =
σ
(

T2
g + T2

pv

)(
Tg − Tpv

)

1
εg
+ 1

εpv
− 1

(3)  

h(r,s− g) =
σεg

(
T4

g − T4
s

)

(
Ta − Tg

) (4)  

{
h(c,s-g) = 3.8V + 5.7
h(c,s-g) = V0.78 + 6.47 Respectively for V < 5 and V > 5

m
s
. (5) 

The relationship of Hollands et al. [41] between the Nusselt number and the Rayleigh number for angles from 0◦ to 75◦ allows us to 
write the relationship given by Eq. (6): 

Nu = 1+ 1.44
[

1 −
1708

Ra cos(β)

]+
[

1 −
1708[sin(1.8β)]1.6

Ra cos(β)

]

+

[(
Ra cos(β)

5830

)1
3

− 1

]+

(6) 

The superscript + means that only positive values of terms in square brackets should be defined (i.e. use zero if the term is 
negative). Ra is the Rayleigh number expressed by Eq. (7). 

Ra=
g.β′.δ3

a

kaμa

(
Tpv − Tg

)
(7)  

4.1.2. Energy balance on PV cells 
In the case of PV cells, the energy balance follows the same path as that applied to the glass roof. Thus, the relationship obtained is 

given by Eq. (8). It takes into account the heat flow entering the PV cells which is translated into the second term multiplying the 
absorption coefficient αpv of the module to the transmittance τg of the glass. The third term is the convective and radiative heat ex-
change between the glass cover and the PV cells. Then the fourth term characterizes the exchange by conduction between the PV cells 
and the absorber plate. The fifth term is the electrical energy produced. There is no exchange of energy with the outside world in this 
layer. 

ρpvδpvCpv
dTpv

dt
=αpvτgG+

(
hc,g− pv + hr,g− pv

)(
Tg − Tpv

)
+ hcond,pv− p

(
Tp − Tpv

)
− Eelec (8)  

With hcond,pv− p the conduction transfer coefficient between the PV module and the absorber can be calculated from Eq. (9) [4]. 

hcond,pv− p =
1

(
δpv
Kpv

+
δp
Kp

) (9)  

4.1.3. Energy balance on the absorbent plate 
The absorber plate is included between the PV module, the tubes and the insulation. It is a black layer material, used to absorb heat 

from the PV module. Its balance is given by Eq. (10). This layer is only dominated by transfer by conduction, because not being directly 
exposed to sunlight, there is no direct heat input with the sun, nor exchange by convection due to the surface close contact. 

ρpδpCp
dTp

dt
=hcond,pv− p

(
Tp − Tpv

)
+hcond,p− t

(
Tt − Tp

)
+ hcond,p− i

(
Ti − Tp

)
(10)  

With hcond,p− t and hcond,p− i the transfer coefficients by conduction between the absorber and the tubes then between the absorber and 
the insulator are respectively given by the relations Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) [4,31]. 
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hcond,p− t =
8δpLKp

A(W − Do)
(11)  

hcond,p− i =
2Ki

δi

(
W − Do

W

)

(12)  

4.1.4. Energy balance at tube level 
The circulation of the fluid in the tubes leads to two types of heat transfer, in particular by conduction between the absorber and the 

tubes and also between the tubes and the insulator, then by convection between the tubes and the fluid. The energy balance at this level 
is expressed in Eq. (13). 

mtCt
dTt

dt
=Apthcond,p− t

(
Tt − Tp

)
+Atf hc,t− f

(
Tf − Tt

)
+ Atihcond,t− i(Ti − Tt) (13) 

Terms hcond,t− i And hc,t− f respectively designate the heat transfer coefficients by conduction between the tubes and the insulation 
then by convection between the tubes and the fluids circulating inside expressed by Eq. (14) and Eq. (15). The expressions Atf = πDinL 
and Ati =

( π
2+1

)
DoL represent respectively the contact surface between the tubes and the fluids then between the tubes and the 

insulator [32,42]. 

hcond,t− i =
2Ki

δi
(14)  

hc,t− f =
NuKf

Di
(15)  

4.1.5. Energy balance at the heat transfer fluid level 
Following the process in Fig. 3, the expression of the energy balance at the level of the heat transfer fluid is expressed by Eq. (16). 

The first term in the equation is the amount of energy stored in the heat transfer fluid. The second term expresses the quantity of heat 
transferred to the fluid by the tubes. The third term reflects the quantity of heat transferred to the heat transfer fluid by the supply of a 
mass of heat transfer fluid at a given temperature at the inlet of the collector and by the extraction of the same mass of heat transfer 
fluid at a different temperature at the one at the exit. 

mf Cf
dTf

dt
=Atf hc,t− f

(
Tt − Tf

)
+ ṁf Cf

(
Tfo − Tfi

)
(16)  

Or Tfo And Tfi are the temperatures of the fluid at the outlet and at the inlet [32]. 

4.1.6. Energy balance on the insulation 
The insulation below the PV/T collector is in contact with the tubes and part of the absorber then with the ambient air. Its energy 

balance can therefore be expressed by Eq. (17). This is dominated by heat exchanges by conduction between the tubes and the 
absorber and by convection with the ambient air. 

miCi
dTi

dt
=Atihcond,t− i(Tt − Ti) + Apihcond,p− i

(
Ti − Tp

)
− Ahc,i− a(Ti − Ta) (17) 

The term hc,i− a represents the convective transfer coefficient between the insulation and the ambient air which is identical to hc,s− g 

[42]. 

4.1.7. Thermal efficiency 
One of the parameters for assessing the performance of an energy system is its efficiency. Thus, the relationship allowing to express 

that of the PV/T system in this study is expressed by Eq. (18) [31], which is a function of the mass flow rate of the fluid expressed in 
kg/m2, its specific heat capacity expressed in J/kg.K and the solar radiation expressed in Wh/m2. 

ηen =
ṁf Cf

(
Tfo − Tfi

)

GA
(18)  

4.2. Exergy analysis 

The exergy analysis in this study makes it possible to assess the quality of the energy provided by the PV/T system. The details of the 
exergy balance are specified in Ref. [43]. The electrical exergy efficiency which is the ratio of the useful electrical exergy to the exergy 
of solar radiation is estimated at ’ Eq. (19) [6]. More in-depth details of the calculation of pressure losses and friction are detailed in 
Refs. [31,32,42,44]. 
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ηex,el =
GAcηo[1 − β(Tc − Ta)] −

mf ×Δp
ρf ×ηpump

GA

[

1 − 4
3

(
Ta
Ts

)

+ 1
3

(
Ta
Ts

)4
] (19) 

The thermal exergy efficiency can be obtained from Eq. (20) [2]. 

ηex,th =

mf × Cf

[

Tfo − Tfi − ln
(

Tfo
Tfi

)]

GA

[

1 − 4
3

(
Ta
Ts

)

+ 1
3

(
Ta
Ts

)4
] (20)  

Ts is the temperature of the sun which is a function of the ambient temperature given by Eq. (21) [45]: 

Ts = 0.0552T1.5
a (21) 

The mixing processes and governing equations of its models are given in Table 2. The thermophysical and rheological properties of 
Therminol 66, Therminol VP-1, Treated water and Untreated water come from Refs [45], while those of Palm, Cotton come from Refs. 
[25,46]. 

5. Environmental and economic models 

Economic and environmental aspects in the evaluation of performance and use of energy systems are necessary in the final decision 
making of decision makers. The solar PV/T system proposed in this study will be evaluated in addition to the technical but economic 
and environmental point of view through a few indicators or parameters selected from the literature. 

5.1. Environmental analysis 

5.1.1. Emission rate (TE) 
It makes it possible to evaluate the quantity of gas CO2 emitted by the system during its life cycle. It can therefore be estimated using 

Eq. (22) in which e is the emission factor of CO2 a value of 0.04 kg/kWh [47]: 

TE= e ×
∑12

month=1
((Eel × 0.38) + Eth)month (22)  

5.1.2. Cost of energy (COE) 
The levelized cost of energy can be evaluated through Eq. (23) [47]. It specifies the unit price at which the energy produced will be 

marketed. 

COE=
TAC

∑12
month=1((Eel × 0.38) + Eth)month

(23) 

The term TAC represents the total annual cost which is given by Eq. (24) [17], in which CRF represents the capital recovery factor 
estimated by Eq. (25) [48]. It is a factor that determines how long the savings offset the upfront costs. 

TAC=CRFCi

(

1+
Co

Ci
−

SV
Ci

)

(24)  

CRF =
ii(1 + ii)

n

(1 + ii)
n
− 1

(25)  

With i which represents the inplateletsion rate and n the number of years of life of the system set at 23 years. The term Ci represents the 
initial investment cost given by Eq. (26). It takes into account the unit price of each component of the system [43]. 

Ci = 1.5
[
a1
(
Ap

)b1
+ a2(At)

b2 + a3(Vi)
b3 + a4

(
Ag
)b4

+ a5(Ac)
b5
]
+ a6

(
Ẇp

)b6
+
(
a7 +Cbf

)
Ltntφρnf

(
πd2

i

4

)

(26) 

The coefficients ai in bi the relation Eq (25) represent the unit prices of the components of the hybrid PV/T system respectively [120 
60,220 4.5400 3500 40], [0.9 0.8 1 1 1.01 0.47]. The term Cbf is the unit price of the base fluid. Co is the operational and maintenance 
cost estimated from Eq. (27), in which Cel is the average unit price of a kWh of electricity which is 0.33 $/kWh [3], ty is the annual 
operating time. 

Co =CeltyẆp (27) 

Untreated water is considered to be water coming from the sea, rivers or rivers. On the other hand, treated water is that which has 
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undergone treatments with the aim of making it healthier and generally for human consumption. For synthetic oils (TH66 and THVP1), 
these prices take into account export costs. The different unit prices are presented in Table 3. 

The recovery value (SV), which is simply the gain generated by the system at its end of life, can be estimated from Eq. (28) [30]. It 
therefore reflects the value that the system can have by reselling it at the end of its life. 

SV =
0.23Ci

(1 + ii)
n (28)  

5.2. Economic analysis 

5.2.1. Net present value (NPV) 
It is the financial indicator that assesses the viability of the investment. It takes into account the future cash flow on the initial 

investment. A positive NPV is advantageous for the profitability of a project. Its expression is given by Eq. (29) [30], in which LCC 
represents the set of savings achieved during the life cycle which takes into account all the costs and benefits associated with the 
production of energy during its life cycle. Its expression is given by Eq. (30) [24,29]. 

NPV =

(
LCC

id − ii

)[

1 −

(
1 + ii

1 + id

)n]

− Ci (29)  

LCC=
(1 + ii)

n− 1

(1 + id)
n

[

Cel

∑12

month=1
(Eel)month +Cth

∑12

month=1
(Eth)month

]

(30) 

The coefficient Cth represents the average cost of thermal energy (0.54 $ USD/kWh) [3]. 

5.2.1.1. Time to return on investment (CPBT). This is the amount of time it will take to recover the total investment cost. It is given by 
the expression Eq. (31) [32]. 

CPBT =
Ci

Cel × ((Eel × 0.38) + Eth)
(31)  

5.2.2. Exergy sustainability index 
One of the objective functions is the exergy sustainability index. It assesses the net energy efficiency and environmental sustain-

ability of a system. It is calculated by Eq. (32): 

SI =
1

1 − ηex,overall
(32)  

6. Digital model 

The equations of the different balances being coupled, a numerical resolution of these equations is appropriate. The Gauss-Seidel 
method, which is an iterative method using values calculated in the previous iteration to obtain new values, is implemented in the 
Matlab software. The choice of the Gauss-Siedel method is therefore important for this case, thanks to its rapid convergence and its 
precision. 

The equations governing the different energy balances are first discretized using finite differences to have a linear form. It consists 
of replacing continuous variables with sampling points defined in time as presented in Eq. (33). The flowchart in Fig. 5 presents the 
numerical simulation procedure as well as the boundary conditions. The input data are presented in Table 4. 

dTlayer

dt
=

Tt+Δt
layer − Tt

layer

Δt
(33)  

Where n and Δt represents the time index and the discrete step respectively. The different balances are put in matrix form (AT = B), 
where A is a square matrix and B is the column vector containing the source terms of each discrete equation. The different wall 
temperatures are determined as shown in the flowchart in Fig. 4. For accuracy beyond high calculation time, the process is performed 

Fig. 4. Formulation of the optimization problem.  
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for every deviation less than 10− 5 until the test end time. After that, the different efficiencies are evaluated and economic parameters 
are calculated for decision making. 

6.1. Formulation of the optimization problem 

The technique used here is multi-objective optimization (MOO) to search for optimal solutions. Thus, the selection of the best 
system will be based on four objective functions to minimize (COE, TE, TAC and CPBT) and three objective functions to maximize 
(NPV, SI and AV) whose diagram is given by Eq. (34). These functions are key points of the 4E analysis. The AV criterion is the 
availability parameter which takes into account local production, proximity and quantity of fluid in the area. Because the operation of 
the solar system must be continuous and thus the fluid must be constantly available and in large quantities. Each system is therefore 
classified according to its rank and the best system is the one whose rank is closest to 1. For systems having a total rank (Rsum) identical, 
priority will be given to the system with a lowest COE, that This is to relieve the population, the majority of whom are very poor. 

Rsum =RCOE + RNPV + RTE + RTAC + RCPBT + RSI + RAV (34)  

6.2. Statistical indicator 

For model validation, the relative error (RE) given by Eq. (35) is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed system [36]. It 
makes it possible to measure the gap between this model and the different models present in the literature. 

RE=
1
n
∑n

i=1

(
|Sim − Exp|

Exp

)

(35)  

7. Results and discussions 

The instantaneous and daily evaluation of the system parameters is carried out using the Capderou solar radiation estimation model 
[49]. It is used for its simplicity which is based on mathematical equations based on the elevation angle of the sun at different times of 

Fig. 5. Calculation flowchart.  
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the day. The thermal behavior of the different thermophysical properties of the nanofluids following temperature variation, used in 
this study is presented in Fig. 6. 

The different configurations of HTFs used in this study behave differently following temperature variation. These thermal be-
haviors can be observed in Fig. 6 through thermophysical properties such as density (Fig. 6a), specific heat (Fig. 6b), thermal con-
ductivity (Fig. 6c) and dynamic vicosity (Fig. 6d) of fluids. For a variation from 20 to 80 ◦C in steps of 10 ◦C, the density (Fig. 6a) and 
dynamic viscosity (Fig. 6d) of all configurations of HTFs based on TiO2 (4 %) are more sensitive to the increase in temperature. While 
their thermal conductivity (Fig. 6c) and thermal capacity (Fig. 6b) are less sensitive to temperature. It is also notable that increased 
temperature of NFS lowers the viscosity and slightly the conductivity of the oils. On the other hand, it has a good effect on both types of 
water. May be due to the different chemical composition of each. This provides information on their possible influence on the per-
formance of the PV/T system. 

In sections 7.1 and 7.2, the city of Yaoundé and the month of March are considered because of its climatic specificities according 
to Ref. [16], and according to the day recommended by Klein [49]. 

7.1. Validation of the numerical model 

To assess the PV/T system model proposed in this study, different validations were carried out at different levels in terms of thermal 
and electrical performance. The results of output parameters such as cell temperature, thermal and electrical efficiency of the system 
are compared to those obtained numerically and experimentally in the literature. 

7.1.1. Validation of PV cell temperature 
For solar radiation of 1000 W/m2 and an input flow rate of 0.025 kg/s, the output temperature of the PV cells of the present work 

and that of Ref. [27] are compared in Table 5. The relative error between the two models is 2.4 %. This difference, considered quite 

Fig. 6. Sensitivity to temperature variations of density (a), specific heat (b), thermal conductivity (c) and dynamic vicosity (d) of fluids.  
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good, can be attributed to the differentiated effects of the configuration of the fluids used. 

7.1.2. Validation of the thermal and electrical yields of the PV/T system 
The thermal and electrical efficiencies of the PV/T-UW solar system are used to validate the results of the current model by 

comparing them to the experimental values of Ref. [50] in Table 6. The values of ambient temperature and solar irradiation related to 
the experiment are used as input parameters in this simulation. Seven (7) tests were carried out, on average the absolute deviation 
obtained is 2.68 % considering the thermal efficiency and 2.88 % considering the electrical efficiency. 

The maximum relative difference observed between different measured and predicted values of thermal and electrical efficiencies 
is not greater than 3 %, as is the relative error. 

These slight errors can be justified by the thermo-physical properties of the components of the hybrid PV/T sensor taken as 
constants during these simulations. This verifies the accuracy of this numerical model which could be used for future research. 

7.2. Evaluation of energy and exergy performances 

Evaluation of the transfer coefficient by convection as a function of the morphology and volume concentration of the NPs. 
Seven (7) geometric shapes of the nanoparticles are considered in this study. Blade, brick, cylindrical, platelets, spherical, film and 

wire shapes are taken into account in this study. The first four being directly linked to the dynamic viscosity and the others to the 
specific capacity which is dependent on the diameter of the NPs. The variation of the convective heat transfer coefficient between the 
CO/NFs TiO2 and the tubes as a function of the morphology and the volume concentration of the nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 7. Solar 
irradiation and ambient temperature are set at 800 W/m2 and 25 ◦C respectively. The nanofluid based on the treated water is the HTF 
configuration used with a mass flow rate of 0.087 kg/s. 

The convection transfer coefficient increases with the volume concentration. This result was found by Ref. [46] using Ti3C2/TW. 
However, above 4.4 % the increase is more significant than below 4.4 % which is less significant. This can be attributed to the specific 
thermal effects of TiO2 in the untreated water base fluid. In terms of NP morphology, the shapes evaluated in Fig. 7 a are more sensitive 
than that of Fig. 7 b. NPs having the shape of lamellae or spheres increase the transfer coefficient by convection between the fluid and 
the tubes. On the other hand, NPs approaching the platelets form have the smallest transfer coefficient by convection with increased 
concentration. This could be due to the size of each NP which, when very high, increases the contact surface with the fluid as well as the 
heat transfer. 

7.2.1. Hourly evaluation of PV/T collector temperatures 
Fig. 8 presents the hourly evolution of the temperatures of the PV cells, the outlet fluid and the glass cover for each of the HTFs 

configurations. NPs in the form of lamellae and spheres are used. The PV/T configurations shown are with TH66/TiO2 (Fig. 8a), 
THVP1/TiO2 (Fig. 8b), TW/TiO2 (Fig. 8c), UW/TiO2 (Fig. 8d), PA/TiO2 (Fig. 8e) and CO/TiO2 (Fig. 8f). The temperature of thermal 
oils increases more quickly reaching high values than that of vegetable oils, which was found and justified by Ref. [26] in the case of 
parabolic trough solar collectors. The PV/T-CO/TiO2 system maintains the temperature of the PV cells below 36 ◦C, with an outlet 
temperature of 35.6 ◦C. It can also be observed that PV/T-PA/TiO2 maintains the cell surface at a temperature below 43 ◦C throughout 
the day. This was also verified by Ref. [27] who achieved a maximum cell temperature of 42.5 ◦C with Mxene/palm at 0.07 kg/s. 

PV/T-TW/TiO2 systems and PV/T-UW/TiO 2 present the greatest differences between the temperatures of the cells and the leaving 
water. The PV/T-TH66/TiO2 and PV/T-THVP1/TiO2 system have the highest output temperatures which are very close to the 

Table 5 
Validation of the current model through the temperature of the PV cells.   

Solar radiation (W/m2) Flow rate (kg/s) TPV (◦C) 

Present work PV/T-PA/ TiO2 1000 0.025 52.8 
PV/T-PA/Ti3C2 [27] 1000 0.025 54.10 
Error (%)  2.4  

Table 6 
Validation of electrical and thermal efficiency with data from Ref [50].  

Test Ta (◦C) H (MJ/m2) ղth,Exp (%) [50] ղth,Sim (%) 
Present work 

Error ղe,Exp (%) [50] ղe,Sim (%) Present work Error 

1 36.7 16.14 41.34 41.39 0.12 9.84 10.01 1.72 
2 35.9 14.57 43.20 42.60 1.38 10.49 10.43 0.57 
3 33.0 12.94 38.85 40.22 3.52 9.01 10.15 12.65 
4 29.6 16.87 41.07 39.35 4.18 11.27 11.29 0.17 
5 22.0 11.66 38.34 38.33 0.02 11.39 11.41 0.17 
6 19.39 13.82 43.51 42.89 1.42 12.22 12.43 1.71 
7 16.1 13.61 40.27 40.17 0.24 11.93 12.30 3.1 
RE(%)  1.55  2.87 

RE: Relative Error. 
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temperature of the PV cells. We could say that the temperature of the Therminol increases approximately equally with that of the PV 
module but they do not cool the latter enough. This effect could be due to the direct PV-absorber-tubes contact and also to their low 
thermal capacity. 

Fig. 9 shows the instantaneous temperature of PV cells of the PV/T system with different HTF configurations. Cottonseed oil, due to 
its very high viscosity and low thermal conductivity, has better performance in terms of cooling, followed by treated water, palm oil, 
untreated water, Therminol 66 and VP-1 with a maximum cell temperature of 35 ◦C, 41 ◦C, 42.8 ◦C, 46.1 ◦C, 51.3 ◦C and 54.07 ◦C 
respectively around 12 h. 

7.2.2. Influence of the mass flow on the outlet temperature of the different configurations of the HTFs 
Fig. 10 presents the influence of the mass flow on the outlet temperature of the HTFs configurations. Notably for the PV/T con-

figurations of TH66 (Fig. 10a), THVP1 (Fig. 10b), TW (c), UW (Fig. 10d), PA (Fig. 10e) and CO (Fig. 10f) with and without TiO2 as a 
function of mass flow. This influence is analyzed by comparing two configurations of the same basic HTF (with nanoparticle and 
without nanoparticle). The volume fraction is set at 4 % according to the analysis made in Fig. 7 and the inlet temperature of the HTFs 
is taken equal to 30 ◦C. It can be observed that the outlet temperature of the HTFs decreases with the increase in mass flow and then 
stabilizes at a certain value. This can be justified by the fact that a very high flow rate does not help the HTF to store heat well due to its 
reduced contact time with the tubes. However, more or less significant differences between the systems operating with NF and the base 
fluids are observed. On average across all configurations, the impact of nanoparticles is significant when comparing the exit tem-
perature of the nanofluids to the base fluids under different mass flow rates. On average, the effects are more significant with the 
configuration based on synthetic oils (TH66/TiO2 and TH66 with a difference of 1.23 ◦C, THVP1/TiO2 and THVP1 with a difference of 
0.93 ◦C), based on oils plant-based (CO/TiO2 and CO with a difference of 1.13 ◦C) and water-based (TW/TiO2 and TW with a difference 
of 0.61 ◦C, UW/TiO2 and UW with a difference of 0.60 ◦C) respectively. 

7.2.3. Power consumed by the pump for each system 
In Fig. 11, the variation of the power consumed by the pump as a function of the flow rate of each NF is presented. It is seen that the 

higher the flow rate, the more electricity the pump consumes. It clearly emerges that nanofluids based on vegetable oils (Fig. 11a) and 
particularly cotton consume nearly 23.8 mW while treated water (Fig. 11b) is around 1 mW at 0.01 kg/s. This is attributed to the 
viscosity of the oils which increases with the addition of NPs. For the case of Fig. 12 b, although the viscosity of synthetic oils are 
higher, the work provided by the pump is lower compared to the configuration with the water-based Nf. This observation could be due 
to a higher pressure loss with the Nfs UW/TiO2 and TW/TiO2. Can be justified by the interaction between molecules more considerable 
in vegetable oils than in water and even less in synthetic oils at a high flow rate. This result is confirmed by the authors of ref. [44], who 
proved that the increase in TNF flow rate is conditioned by the increase in pump power. Pump consumption therefore probably has an 
impact on energy production. 

7.2.4. Evaluation of thermal efficiency 
The evaluation of the thermal efficiency of the different PV/T configurations considered is presented in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12 a, the flow 

rate is maintained at 0.0087 kg/s, the irradiation and the temperature are kept constant at 850 W/m2 and 30 ◦C respectively. An 
increase in thermal efficiency can be observed with increasing NP concentration up to a threshold of approximately 4–5 %, before 
becoming constant. Due to their high thermal capacity, PV/T systems with water as base fluid have the highest thermal performance, 
followed by PV/T-PA/ TiO2, PV/T-CO/ TiO2, PV/T-THVP1 systems/ TiO2 and PV/T-TH66/TiO2 respectively. Indeed, the flow speed 
being average, it is possible that the viscosity of vegetable oils increases the contact time with the tubes which therefore conduct heat 
efficiently. Low efficiency of therminolVP-1 and therminol66 oils in the PV/T system could also be explained by a high temperature of 

Fig. 7. Variation of the heat transfer coefficient by convection between the fluid and the tubes taking into account type 1 (a) and type 2 (b) of 
morphology as a function of the volume concentration of the nanoparticles. 
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the glass envelope as indicated in Fig. 10 which causes enormous external heat loss at this layer. In Fig. 12 b, the effect of solar 
irradiation on thermal efficiency is presented and a linear growth in efficiency is observed with the increase in solar flux with 
differentiated effects for each configuration of HTFs on thermal efficiency. The PV/T-TW/TiO2 and PV/T-UW/ TiO2 systems stand out 
due to their higher thermal efficiencies with strong sunlight. 

7.2.5. Evaluation of electrical performances 
The electrical efficiency of the PV/T hybrid system mainly depends on the PV cells. So HTF with good absorption performance is 

Fig. 8. Time distribution instantaneous temperatures of PV cells, outlet fluid and glass cover for different configurations of PV/T with TH66/TiO2 
(a), THVP1/TiO2 (b), TW/TiO2 (c), UW/TiO2 (d), PA/TiO2 (e) and CO/TiO2 (f). 
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desirable. This can be observed in Fig. 13 which presents the instantaneous evolution of the electrical efficiency of the system with the 
different HTF configurations. Solar irradiation and ambient temperature are variable. We observe an improvement in electrical ef-
ficiency of 2.04 %, 3.33 %, 6.08 %, 7.5 %, 9.75 % and 12.08 % respectively with the configuration PV/T-THVP1/ TiO2, PV/T-TH66/ 
TiO2, PV/T-UW/ TiO2, PV/T-PA/ TiO2, PV/T-TW/ TiO2, PV/T-CO/ TiO2. The PV/T-CO/ TiO2 configuration has the highest electrical 
efficiency due to its relatively low cell temperature during the day. 

7.2.6. Energy performances produced 
Fig 14 presents the electrical (Fig. 14a) and thermal (Fig. 14b) energy produced annually by each HTF configuration. Thus, the 

effect of seasonal variabilities is considered. It can be observed that systems with high electrical energy production have low thermal 
energy production. This can be explained by the fact that light conversion into electrical energy is more efficient at lower PV cell 
temperatures, while thermal production is higher at higher temperatures. The PV/T-CO/ TiO2 system has the largest annual electricity 
production of 46.17 kWh but the smallest annual thermal energy production worth 335.7 kWh. In fact, their thermal capacity being 
relatively low, limits the production of thermal energy. On the other hand, the PV/T-THVP1/configuration TiO2 produces 401.91 
kWh/yr of thermal energy which is the highest with 42.10 kWh/yr of electrical energy. Which is very remarkable for applications 
requiring large thermal production. The configurations with the TW and UW HTFs have respectively 44.95 and 340.5, 44.61 and 
361.38 kWh/yr of electricity and thermal energy produced. 

Table 7 makes a comparison between the different parameters output from a few configurations chosen in this study with those 
from the literature. The electrical improvement is achieved by comparing the electrical performance of the uncooled PV system to the 
cooled PV system. A significant similarity is observed with those in the literature. In addition, the electrical improvement obtained 
with vegetable oils compared to those from the literature is better. 

7.2.7. Exergy performance 
In Fig. 15 illustrates the actual efficiency of each system. The PV/T-UW/ TiO2 system displays the highest exergy efficiency of 

25.74 % while the PV/T-THVP1/TiO2 displays an exergy efficiency of 22.19 % which is higher than that of the PV/T-TH66/system 
TiO2 with an efficiency exergy of 20.51 %, below the PV/T-TW/ TiO2 which is at 20.47 %, then the PV/T-PA/ TiO2 system at 
18.84 % and the PV/T-CO/ TiO2 system at 15.09 %. This illustration gives a more precise trend in the thermal and electrical per-
formance of the PV/T system. The comparison of exergy performances with those in the literature is presented in Table 8. 

7.3. Monthly assessment of energy produced in the five climate zones 

Fig. 16 presents the monthly variations in global solar irradiation (Fig. 16a) and ambient temperature (Fig. 16b) during a year in 
five cities in Cameroon (2022). These data are available on the PVGIS website [52] which is an online software for estimating 
meteorological data. 

In order to evaluate the annual performance of each PV/T configuration considered, the monthly electrical and thermal energy are 
analyzed in the different chosen cities. 

Figs. 17–21 illustrate the monthly variation of electrical (a) and thermal (b) energy produced by each PV/T configuration in five 
climatic zones of Cameroon via the chosen cities, respectively YAOUNDE (Fig. 17a and b), MAROUA (Fig. 18a and b), NGAOUNDERE 
(Fig. 19a and b), DOUALA (Fig. 20a and b) and BAFOUSSAM (Fig. 21a and b). It is noted that weather conditions create significant 
fluctuations on the total efficiency of PV/T systems. It can be observed that the months with higher irradiation such as December, 
January and February have the greatest production in electrical and thermal energy. Due to the ambient temperature in Maroua, the 
thermal efficiency is much higher in this area whatever the configurations. 

PV/T-TH66/TiO2 and PV/T-THVP1/TiO2 systems have better performance in very hot areas such as MAROUA, NGAOUNDERE and 
DOUALA. PV/T-CO/ TiO2, PV/T-TW/ TiO2 and PV/T-PA/ TiO2 systems led to the highest electricity production of 125.21 kWh/yr, 

Fig. 9. Instantaneous temperatures of PV cells for different nanofluid configurations.  
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Fig. 10. Variation of fluid outlet temperature for PV/T configurations of TH66 (a), THVP1 (b), TW (c), UW (d), PA (e) and CO (f) with and without 
TiO2 as a function of mass flow. 
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Fig. 11. Power consumed by the pump as a function of fluid flow for PV/T configurations of vegetable oils (a) and synthetic oil and water (b).  

Fig. 12. Variation of thermal efficiency as a function of volume concentration (a) and solar irradiation (b).  

Fig. 13. Instantaneous variation of electrical efficiency.  
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Fig. 14. Annual electrical (a) and thermal (b) energy produced for each PV/T system.  

Table 7 
Comparison of the energy performances of the PV/T system with those from the literature.  

Study Basefluids Nanoparticle 
and 
concentration 
(%) 

Global 
irradiation 
(W/ m2)

Thermal 
energy 
produced 
(kWh/year) 

Electric 
energy 
produced 
(kWh/year) 

Total 
energy 
produced 
(kWh/yr) 

Thermal 
efficiency 
(%) 

Electrical 
efficiency 
(%) 

Electrical 
improvement 
(%) 

Present 
work 

Palm TiO2 850 361.38 44.61 405.99 72.2 12.59 7.5 

Present 
work 

Cotton TiO2 850 335.70 46.17 381.87 71.52 13.42 12.08 

Present 
work 

Treated 
Water 

TiO2 850 340.50 44.95 385.45 77.12 13.09 9.75 

Sohani 
et al. 
[17] 

Water TiO2 – – – 626.0 45.95 14.56 5.90 

Hussain 
and 
Jun- 
Tae 
[24] 

Water and 
air 

– 800–1000 – – 197,465 52.22 14.31 14.85 

Fazlay 
et al. 
[27] 

Palm Mxene (Ti3C2 

0.125 wt%) 
1000 – – – 79.13 13.15 15.44 

Fazlay 
et al. 
[27] 

Soya oil Mxene (Ti3C2 

0.125 wt%) 
1000 – – – 84.25 14.20 14.3 

Hussain 
and 
Jun 
[31] 

Water CuO 700 707 296 855 68 13.6 – 

Adun 
et al. 
[44] 

Water CuO–MgO- TiO2 

(1 %) 
928 – – – 58.8 13.54 1.69  

Fig. 15. Evaluation of exergy efficiency.  
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121.91 kWh/yr and 120.97 kWh/yr respectively in the city from MAROUA. The ability of synthetic oils to store a very large quantity of 
heat at high temperatures therefore allows them to obtain better thermal energy production. On the other hand, in areas where the 
sunshine is less intense like BAFOUSSAM, vegetable oils and water have good electrical production. 

7.3.1. Multi-objective analysis 
Table 9 presents the different values of the decision-making parameters for each configuration and by climatic zone. Generally 

speaking, all the projects of the different PV/T configurations proposed in this study are viable. From an economic and environmental 
point of view, differences are observed between PV/T configurations. 

In Yaoundé, the PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 configuration is economically good with a CPBT of around 5 years and 7 months but PV/T-CO/ 
Ti O2 has the best eco-balance of a TE of 6.9516 kg/yr. On average, PV/T-UW/Ti O2 is the best configuration. 

In Maroua, the PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 configuration is economically good with a CPBT of around 5 years and 11 months but PV/T- 
TW/Ti O2 has the best eco-balance of a TE of 13.11 kg/yr. On average, PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 is the best configuration. 

Table 8 
Comparison of the exergy of the different configurations of the present PV/T system with those from the literature.  

Study Basefluid G (W/ m2) NP and φ (%) Overall exergetic efficiency (%) 

Present work Palm 850 TiO2 (4 %) 18.85 
Present work Thermonol 66 850 TiO2 (4 %) 20.51 
Present work ThermonolVP-1 850 TiO2 (4 %) 22.19 
Present work Untreated water 850 TiO2 (4 %) 25.74 
Hussain and Jun-Tae [24] Water and air 800–1000 – 13.85 
Samir et al. [30] C-PV/T Water 873.1 Ag (3 wt%) 13.97 
Khanjari et al. [36] water 800 Ag (5 %) 15.4 
Sajid et al. [51] PV/T-TC Water 638 – 19.03  

Fig. 16. Monthly variation of solar irradiation (Fig. 16a) and ambient temperature (Fig. 16b) of the different chosen cities.  

Fig. 17. Evaluation of electrical (a) and thermal (b) energy production in the YAOUNDE area.  
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In N’Gaoundéré, the PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 configuration is economically good with a CPBT of around 5 years and 2 months but PV/T- 
TW/Ti O2 has the best eco-balance of a TE of 9.80 kg/yr. On average, PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 is the best configuration. 

In Douala, the PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 configuration is economically good with a CPBT of around 5 years and 10 months but PV/T-CO/ 
Ti O2 has the best eco-balance of a TE of 7.45 kg/yr. On average, PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 is the best configuration. 

In Bafoussam, the PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 configuration is economically good with a CPBT of around 5 years and 9 months but PV/T- 
TW/Ti O2 has the best eco-balance of a TE of 8.15 kg/yr. On average, PV/T-UW/Ti O2 is the best configuration. 

Table 10 supports the analyzes in Table 9 and specifies in detail the classification of PV/T configurations according to the decision 

Fig. 18. Evaluation of electrical (a) and thermal (b) energy production in the MAROUA area.  

Fig. 19. Evaluation of electrical (a) and thermal (b) energy production in the NGAOUNDERE area.  

Fig. 20. Evaluation of electrical (a) and thermal (b) energy production in the DOUALA area.  
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parameters and according to the climatic zones. The PV/T-THVP1/Ti O2 and PV/T-UW/Ti O2 systems have an identical rank sum in 
the DOUALA, MAROUA and NGAOUNDERE zones. Priority is given to the smallest COE and NPV in order to choose a very economical 
system accessible to the population. The PV/T- THVP1/Ti O2 system is therefore chosen and this mainly comes from the very high 
thermal energy produced with this configuration. 

7.3.2. Economic benefit 
PV/T systems based on vegetable oils are economically profitable despite their increased electricity consumption with pumping, 

they are produced locally. The initial costs of synthetic oils being a little higher because production is not local. The different COEs of 
all the PV/T configurations offered are between 21 and 33 % lower than the unit price per kilowatt of electricity in Cameroon. 

7.3.3. Environmental benefit 
The configuration most respecting environmental standards is observed in the YAOUNDE area with the PV/T-CO/system TiO2 

which presents the lowest emission rate of CO2 6.95 kg per year. In general, synthetic oils have the highest carbon dioxide emissions in 
any area. This is certainly due to their composition of diphenyl oxide (C13H10O) which is a petroleum derivative. So, a slightly higher 
rate is recorded in the MAROUA area particularly with synthetic oils of 13.68 and 13.81 kg for TH66 and TVP1 respectively. However, 
it should be noted that these emissions are very low compared to the emissions CO2 generated by other renewable energy systems. 

Fig. 22 illustrates the different average scores achieved by each configuration. It is seen that, overall, the gap between the PV/T 
configurations with untreated water and therminolVP-1 oil is not very far compared to the others. The PV/T-THVP1/ TiO2 is separated 
by 0.4 points from the PV/T-UW/system TiO2, by 4.4 points from the PV/T-TW/system, by 10.4 points from the TiO2 PV/T-TH66/TiO2 
system, by 13 points from the system PV/T-PA/TiO2 and 16.8 of the PV/T-CO/ TiO2 system. Comparison of the different configurations 
with those from the literature in Table 11 indicates a fairly good approximation, notably with a lower COE and TE. 

8. Conclusion 

In the present work, a numerical evaluation of a hybrid solar PV/T-NF system based on vegetable and synthetic oils is carried out. 
The comparative study is carried out with six (6) configurations of HTFs. A decision-making criterion through multi-objective opti-
mization with seven functions including COE, NPV, TE, SI, AV, TAC and CPBT based on techno-economic and environmental analysis is 
carried out in five climatic zones. The most relevant conclusions of the study are.  

• The addition of nanoparticles TiO2 has more thermal influence in PV/T-TH66, PV/T-CO , PV/T-PA , PV/T-THVP1 systems 
respectively than in PV/T-TW and PV/T-UW systems;  

• The sensitivity of nanoparticle morphology TiO2 revealed that lamellar and spherical shapes increase the convective transfer 
coefficient between nanofluids and tubes;  

• The thermal efficiency of the system improved with the volume concentration of the nanoparticles up to an average threshold of 4 
% at 850 W/ m2 where it tends to be constant after this value;  

• Systems operating with treated and untreated water have better thermal efficiency, compared to systems with vegetable and 
synthetic oils which have high melting and boiling points allowing them to be more efficient at very high temperatures and d avoid 
coagulation;  

• Alternatives that favor electrical energy production tend to have lower thermal energy production;  
• The greatest improvement in electrical efficiency is with the PV/T-CO/configuration TiO2;  
• The annual evaluation of each configuration reveals that the PV/T systems with synthetic oils have good thermal production in hot 

zones and the PV/T-CO/TiO2, PV/T-TW/ TiO2 and PV/T-PA/ TiO2 systems have led to the highest respective electricity production 
of 125.21 kWh/yr, 121.91 kWh/yr and 120.97 kWh/yr in the city of MAROUA; 

Fig. 21. Evaluation of electrical (a) and thermal (b) energy production in the BAFOUSSAM area.  
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• The cooling systems used here show an improvement of up to 56.2 % on the energy produced and 12.08 % on the electrical ef-
ficiency of the hybrid PV/T system compared to uncooled PV with a COE between 0.0053 and 0.12, very below the unit price of 
electricity in the area;  

• The decision-making evaluation of the objective functions noted a saving of $0.0075/kWh for the COE and NPV of $760.10 in 
YAOUNDE, $0.0053/kWh for the COE and NPV of $1286 in MAROUA  

• 0.0063$ of COE and 1386.35$ of NPV in NGAOUNDERE, 0.0087$ of COE and 993.76$ of NPV in BAFOUSSAM for the PV/T-THVP- 
1/ TiO2 system, 0.0069$ of COE and 651.79$ of NPV in DOUALA for the system PV/T-UW/ TiO2 which are the best configurations.  

• In terms of electrical efficiency, the cotton/ TiO2 configuration is better, in terms of electrical energy cost, therminolVP-1/ TiO2 is 
better;  

• From an environmental point of view, configurations with vegetable oils tend more towards zero carbon than the use of synthetic 
oils. On the other hand, they are less durable;  

• From an economic point of view, solar PV/T systems with synthetic oils are more economical than those with vegetable oils. But the 
average scores allowed us to deduce that they can all be good alternatives to water. 

These results could be exploited by solar industries in the design of solar collectors for the adoption of a conventional cooling 
system and also in decision-making. Taking into account local energy consumption and demand in the study could be necessary in the 

Table 9 
Values of optimal decision-making parameters by zone. 
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Table 10 
Rank of different configurations. 
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case of pre-sizing of these systems. 
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Fig. 22. Average score of each configuration.  

Table 11 
Comparison of the best configurations of hybrid PV/T systems.  

Studies Solar systems Electrical 
efficiency (%) 

Thermal 
efficiency (%) 

Optimization 
methods 

COE 
($/kWh) 

NPV 
($) 

TE 
(kg) 

IF CPBT 
(years) 

Present 
study 

PV/T-THVP1/ 
TiO2 

12.99 71.29 MOO 0.007 760.10 7.79 1.28 5.62 

Present 
study 

PV/T-UW/ 
TiO2 

13.28 76.82 MOO 0.008 695.12 7.32 1.34 5.71 

Present 
study 

PV/T-PA/ TiO2 12.59 72.2 MOO 0.036 568.49 7.78 1.95 5.97 

Present 
study 

PV/T-CO/ TiO2 13.42 71.52 MOO 0.042 518.45 7.45 1.86 6.04 

Ref [5] PV/T-Water 12.3 – EXP 0.044 – – – 2.48 
Ref [17] PV/TW/ TiO2 14.56 45.95 AHP – – – – 5.61 
Ref [17] PV/TW/ Al2O3 14.34 38.78 AHP – – – – 5.93 
Ref [31] PV/TW/ Al2O3 13.4 65 –  – – – 8.5 
Ref [32] PV/T-UW/Ag 14.0 60.8 CFDs 0.002 – – – 1983 
Ref [33] PV/T-TW/ 

Al2O3 

17.1 – – – – – – 12 

Ref [47] PV/T-Air 13.16 23.34 TOPSIS 0.015 407.43 72.11 1.162 4.95  
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Abbreviations 

AHP analytical hierarchy process decision 
AV Availablity 
COE Cost of Energy 
CPBT Temps de retour sur investissement 
CRF Facteur de récupération 
EXP Experimental 
MOO Multi-ojective optimzation 
MAE Mean absolute error 
NF nanofluids 
NPC Net present values 
NP Nanoparticule 
TE Emission rate 
TOPSIS Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution 
TH66 Therminol66 oil 
THVP1 TherminolVP-1 oil 
TW Treated water 
TAC Total annuel cost 
TC Thermal collector 
UW Untreated water 
PA Palm oil 
PV/T Photovoltaic/thermal 
CO Cotton oil 
Nomenclature 
A Surface, m2 

C Specific heat, J kg− 1K− 1 

D Diameter, m 
d Diamètre de l’atome 
G Solar radiation, W/ m− 2 

h Heat transfer coefficient, W/ m2K 
L Length, m 
L Largeur du nanowire 
M Mass, kg 
ṁ Mass flow rate, kg/m3 

Ex Exergy 
T Temperature, ◦C 
t Time, h 
Ra Rayleigh number 
Nu Nusselt number 
N Number of tubes 
h Largeur du nanofilm 
W Spacing of tubes, m 
σ Stephan Bolzmann constant W/ m− 2K− 4 

Subscripts 
a ambiant 
C convection 
Bf basefluid 
cond conduction 
ex exergy 
O out 
F fluid 
pv PV module 
p Absorber plate 
r Radiation 
i Insulation 
el electrical 
th thermal 
nf nanofluid 
t tube 
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s Sun 
Greek symbols 
α Absorbtivity 
η Efficiency 
β Angle of inclination 
ρ density 
β′ Volumetric coefficient of expansion 
τ Transmissivity 
δ Thickness 
φ Volume concentartion 
ε Emissivity 
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